
EDUCATION

R.A.J Computer

2012

Mumbai University

2015

Webtech Computer

2020

EXPERIENCES

Website Development

During the pandemic of 2020, I wanted to learn something new. 

Since I had limited knowledge of HTML and CSS from my previous 

course, I decided to learn website development and completed a 

course in WordPress website development.

B.com (correspondence)

After starting my job on the basis of my diploma, I decided to pursue a

degree through distance education. I obtained my degree in 2015 and 

continued to work in the field of 3D as I gained experience in that field

3D And Graphic Designing

I completed a diploma in Graphic and 3D Design, which included basic 

HTML and CSS. 3D Designing has become my passion and motivation 

for a future career path

As a lead designer, my main responsibilities include creating 

3D architectural visualizations, designing 3D products and 

animating them, as well as developing websites. I am currently 

working on a one-year contract for a specific project, which 

has been extended and I am still in this position

Vexhibitions , UK

As a booth designer, my primary responsibility was to create a 

3D design based on client specifications and produce production 

drawings after design approval, as well as graphic design for the 

booth. Through my work with this organization, I gained valuable 

experience in the exhibition industry, from concept to execution. 

However, the pandemic had a severe impact on the exhibition I

ndustry, which ultimately led to my decision to switch jobs.

The Creatif Wagon, India

2020 - Current

Lead Designer

2020 -2022

Interactive  Designer

2013 - 2020

Booth Designer

2012-2013

3D Modeler

During the pandemic, many exhibitions moved online. I worked 

on a contract basis at Xporium, a company that provides online 

solutions for events and exhibitions. My main task was to create 

an interactive environment for the events and exhibitions.

Xporium, India

This was a valuable learning experience for me as a beginner, and 

I am grateful for the knowledge I gained at this company. My 

primary task was to convert CAD drawings into 3D models.

Prism Creations, India

I am a skilled and passionate 3D Artist with expertise in creating realistic walkthroughs 

and a solid understanding of graphic and website design. I have experience working on 

diverse projects and can quickly grasp a project’s mission, vision, and values. I started 

as a Jr. 3D Modeling Artist and expanded my skills by learning graphic design and 

website development. Now, I am seeking a suitable position to advance my career 

while working with talented individuals.

ABOUT ME

Website: 

www.vivektrivedi3d.com

Email: 

info@vivektrivedi3d.com

Mobile: 

+91 81695 24611

Address: 

B16, Andheri East, Mumbai 400067.

CONTACT

3D Visualization | Graphic Designing | 

Website Development

SOFTWARE SKILL

3DS Max

Interactive 3d

Lumion

Corel And Photoshop

HTML

CSS

WordPress

100%

90%

50%

Hindi

English

Marathi

LANGUAGE

DESIGNING SKILL

Interactive

3D Modeling

Graphic Designing

Website Development

Video Editing

VIVEK
TRIVEDI
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